
Enactivism, autopoietic theory, and the trivial nature of living beings 
 
 

Maturana’s autopoietic theory is a strictly naturalistic and mechanistic theory of living beings, with 

no room for teleology, normativity, intentionality or any other feature which is not to be found in 

abiotic physical systems. This approach contrasts with the enactive view, where living beings are 

understood as intrinsically teleological, normative and intentional agents. 

Enactivism, particularly its autonomist branch, has pointed out that autopoietic theory focuses 

only on the systemic (organizational) aspects of living beings, disregarding, or taking for granted, all 

the details about the material and energetic conditions under which living beings exist as such. It has 

also pointed out that when these aspects are taken into account, living beings are revealed as self-

maintaining dissipative structures endowed with those properties that autopoietic theory rejects; 

namely teleology, intentionality, normativity, and agency. 

While it is true that a full comprehension of living beings’ behavior needs the consideration of 

material and energetic aspects, I argue that the mere introduction of these aspects does not 

demonstrate that living beings are the kinds of creatures that enactivism proposes. On the contrary, I 

argue that once living beings are placed in continuity with non-living dissipative structures, what we 

see is that living beings are trivial thermodynamic machines.   

The material and energetic dynamics that generate living beings’ behavior, so I argue, take 

place under conditions of structural determinism, and living beings’ behavior, ultimately, is nothing 

more than a particular version of structural drift, i.e., a process of change without regulation, control 

or normative direction.  

Once we complement the abstract formulation of autopoietic theory with the material and 

thermodynamic elements involved in the existence of concrete living beings, what we find, so I argue, 

is not a natural ground for normativity, teleology or intentionality, but rather an explanation of why 

living beings’ behavior, despite being a trivial version of structural drift, gives the appearance of 

normativity, teleology and intentionality.  

	

	

	


